Protein misfolding is the molecular basis for several human diseases. How the primary amino acid sequence triggers misfolding and determines the benign or toxic character of the misfolded protein remains largely obscure. Among proteins that misfold, polyglutamine (polyQ) expansion proteins provide an interesting case: Each causes a distinct neurodegenerative disease that selectively affects different neurons. However, all are broadly expressed and most become toxic when the glutamine expansion exceeds Ϸ39 glutamine residues. The disease-causing polyQ expansion proteins differ profoundly in the amino acids flanking the polyQ region. We therefore hypothesized that these flanking sequences influence the specific toxic character of each polyQ expansion protein. Using a yeast model, we find that sequences flanking the polyQ region of human huntingtin exon I can convert a benign protein to a toxic species and vice versa. Further, we observe that flanking sequences can direct polyQ misfolding to at least two morphologically distinct types of polyQ aggregates. Very tight aggregates always are benign, whereas amorphous aggregates can be toxic. We thereby establish a previously undescribed systematic characterization of the influence of flanking amino acid sequences on polyQ toxicity.
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huntingtin ͉ Huntington's disease ͉ neurodegenerative disease ͉ protein misfolding P roteins that misfold into toxic species are a common cause of diverse neurodegenerative disorders (1, 2) . Protein misfolding and its toxic outcomes are presumed to be determined by the amino acid sequence of the particular protein. In several misfolding disorders, genetic mutations result in aberrant amino acid sequences of a protein and are responsible for its misfolding and toxicity. Despite intense study, little is known regarding how these intramolecular modulators of protein misfolding influence toxicity. This question is inherently difficult to attack because of the unrelated nature of the proteins whose misfolding causes disease and the plethora of environments and cell types in which they misfold.
Polyglutamine (polyQ) expansions provide an attractive opportunity for dissecting the relationships between protein misfolding and toxicity, because the same mutation in different contexts produces distinct pathologies. To date, eight distinct disorders are known to be caused by polyQ expansions: Huntington's disease (HD), spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA), dentatorubral and pallidoluysian atrophy, and several spinocerebellar ataxias 1, 2, 3, 7, and 17 (3) . In all of these diseases, the longer the polyQ expansion, the more severe the disease and the earlier its onset. Moreover, most of the pathologies are manifested when the expansion of the glutamine repeats reaches a similar critical threshold of Ϸ39 glutamine residues (3). Further, placing a polyQ expansion in a protein that normally does not contain one is sufficient to cause neurodegeneration in mice (4) . Clearly, there must be a common underlying mechanism of pathology shared by all different polyQ disorders.
Notably, the different proteins containing polyQ expansions are otherwise unrelated, i.e., the polyQ regions are embedded in different amino acid sequences in each disease-causing polyQ protein (3) . Moreover, the toxicity they produced first manifests in, and most severely affects, different neurons. For example, in HD, expansion of the polyQ region in the protein huntingtin primarily causes the demise of medium spiny neurons in the striatum (5, 6) , whereas the polyQ expansion in the androgen receptor mostly affects sensory and motor neurons in patients with spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (7, 8) . The different pathologies these misfolded proteins produce, however, are not simply due to differences in their patterns and levels of expression. Many polyQ proteins are highly expressed in cell types in which they do not produce overt toxicity (9) (10) (11) (12) .
In vitro studies of proteins containing polyQ repeats establish that they form detergent-insoluble, amyloid-like aggregates only when the polyQ expansion is of disease-causing length (13, 14) . These aggregates resemble those observed in neurons of patients suffering from polyQ diseases (15) . However, although the production of microscopically salient aggregates is associated with the polyQ expansions, this alone does not determine toxicity. Aggregates composed of polyQ proteins are found in numerous cell types that have no apparent pathology, and some cells with pathology have no obvious aggregates (16) (17) (18) . Indeed, even in the same original cell line, PC-12 rat pheochromocytoma cells, independent clones expressing similar polyQ-containing exon I fragments of huntingtin, all exhibited polyQ lengthdependent aggregation, but some lines exhibited overt toxicity, whereas others did not (19) (20) (21) . Thus, in addition to cell-type specific differences in proteome composition and stochastic variations in polyQ misfolding, the different amino acid sequences flanking the polyQ regions must constitute the molecular basis of polyQ toxicity.
We and others have developed yeast strains that express huntingtin exon I fragments with polyQ regions of different lengths (22) (23) (24) (25) . A similar huntingtin exon I fragment is found in huntingtin aggregates within neurons of HD patients and is itself sufficient to produce neurodegeneration in mouse models (26, 27) . Several independent studies demonstrate that at a basic level, the yeast model faithfully recapitulates the molecular basis of polyQ length-dependent toxicity: (i) The molecular chaperone Hsp104 solubilzes huntingtin exon I fragments with expanded polyQ regions and reduces their toxicity in both a yeast and a mouse model for HD (28, 29) . (ii) An intrabody directed against the amino-terminal part of huntingtin exon I decreased the amount of aggregated polyQ huntingtin and simultaneously antagonized polyQ length-dependent toxicity, both in yeast and neuronal tissue culture (30) . (iii) A screen in yeast identified small compounds that inhibited toxicity and aggregation of polyQ huntingtin (31) . The efficacy of these compounds was validated in neuronal tissue culture, cultured brain slices from HD transgenic mice, and a fly model (31) .
An advantage of yeast cells is that they are not confounded by the perplexing variations in cellular proteomes that characterize distinct cell types in whole organisms or in cultured mammalian cells. This feature, along with their genetic tractability, provides an ideal system for dissecting the effects of sequences flanking the polyQ regions on the toxicity of polyQ expansion proteins. The few huntingtin exon I fragments studied in yeast to date faithfully recapitulate polyQ length-dependent aggregation (22) (23) (24) (25) 32) , but, surprisingly, in only one case is the fragment with a polyQ expansion toxic (25) . The huntingtin constructs tested in these studies are related but differ in the nature of sequences flanking the polyQ region.
Here we establish that specific amino acid sequences flanking the polyQ region of huntingtin exon I greatly influence polyQ length-dependent toxicity: The commonly used FLAG-epitope (DYKDDDK) at the amino terminus of huntingtin exon I can unmask the toxicity of an otherwise benign polyQ protein, whereas the endogenous carboxyl-terminal polyproline region of huntingtin exon I can convert toxic proteins into nontoxic ones. Flanking sequences also strongly modulate the morphology of aggregates formed by polyQ proteins. Constructs that form one or two tight aggregates with a small surface per cell always were benign. Amorphous aggregates, however, have the capacity of being cytotoxic. This work establishes that within the same cellular environment, diverse intramolecular factors have the capacity to determine whether misfolded proteins are benign or lethal. In an accompanying study, we describe how intermolecular interactions together with the intramolecular factors described here modulate polyQ toxicity (33) .
Results

Amino Acids Flanking the polyQ Region of Huntingtin Exon I Mask and
Unmask polyQ Length-Dependent Toxicity. As described in ref. 22 , when the exon I region of huntingtin is fused to GFP [or cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)] and expressed in yeast, it is not toxic, whether it contains a polyQ region of normal length or a disease-associated expansion ( Fig. 1, construct I ). However, idiosyncratically, another huntingtin exon I GFP (or CFP) fusion (25) , with two modifications flanking the polyQ sequence, was toxic only when it contained the polyQ expansion ( Fig. 1 , construct II). In contrast to the nontoxic protein, the protein with Q length-dependent toxicity carried a synthetic peptide commonly used for antibody recognition (FLAG-tag, DYKD-DDDK) at its amino terminus and also contained a deletion of the endogenous proline-rich region that immediately follows the polyQ sequence in the human huntingtin protein (Fig. 1 , construct II).
To assess the toxicity of both constructs, we transformed identical yeast strains with both huntingtin constructs. Cells were pregrown in a medium that repressed expression of the huntingtin variant. We then plated them simultaneously onto two different media: one without inducer, to control for cell density, and another one with inducer, to test toxicity. Our results demonstrate that construct I with 103 glutamines did not produce toxicity, whereas construct II with 103 glutamines produced toxicity under exactly the same experimental conditions in yeast cells with identical genetic backgrounds ( Fig. 1 A) .
Next, we examined the levels of accumulated protein after induction. Dot-blot analysis showed that constructs I and II accumulated at similar levels (Fig. 1B) . We confirmed these results in three different yeast strains with different genetic backgrounds with at least three independent transformants for each strain (W303 as shown in Figs. 1-3 ; BY4741 and 74D-694, data not shown). Therefore, our findings rule out the possibility that the previously reported difference in toxicity for constructs I and II was caused by variations in genetic backgrounds of the yeast strains used by different laboratories, different culture conditions, or differences in the levels of accumulation of the proteins. We conclude that the sequences flanking the polyQ region can determine whether the same polyQ huntingtinderived sequences will be toxic or benign. All experiments in this study were carried out in yeast cells that contain the protein Rnq1 in its prion conformation, which is a crucial prerequisite for polyQ aggregation and toxicity (25, 33) .
We next asked whether construct II could exhibit the graded Q length-dependent toxicity that is the hallmark of polyQ expansion diseases. We constructed polyQ variants of 46 and 72 residues and compared them to the 25Q and 103Q variants. We detected no toxicity in cells expressing the 25Q plasmid, whereas the toxicity of the other constructs (46Q, 72Q, and 103Q) increased with the length of their polyQ regions (Fig. 1C) . Also, the expression levels of these huntingtin fragments strongly influenced their toxicity: When the huntingtin constructs were controlled by the strong GAL1 promoter, toxicity of the constructs bearing 72 and 103 glutamine residues was extreme (Fig.  1C Right) , whereas constructs under the weaker MET1 promoter resulted in mild toxicity (Fig. 1C Left) . Thus, the expression of these proteins in yeast cells provides a model for the general length-and dosage-dependent toxicity of proteins with polyQ expansions observed in several organisms.
To determine whether it was the addition of the FLAG tag or the loss of the proline-rich region that is responsible for the Q length-dependent toxicity of construct II, we examined 25Q and 103Q proteins that either lacked the FLAG tag or had the endogenous proline-rich region restored (Fig. 2, constructs III  and IV) . Surprisingly, either change completely eliminated polyQ length-dependent toxicity: Cells expressing huntingtin exon I fusions without the FLAG tag and lacking the proline-rich region were fully viable (Fig. 2, construct III) , as were cells expressing fusions containing both the FLAG tag and the proline-rich region (Fig. 2, construct IV) .
These initial experiments were performed with single-copy expression constructs stably integrated into the genome and under the control of the galactose-inducible promoter GAL1. We also tested these constructs with a high copy 2 plasmid to achieve very high levels of expression (data not shown). Even at these extreme levels of expression, no toxicity was detected if the proteins lacked the FLAG tag or contained the polyproline region. Thus, the strong differences in toxicity were solely due to the capacity of flanking sequences to completely alter the toxicity of the polyQ expansion.
Specificity of the FLAG Tag in polyQ Length-Dependent Toxicity. To determine whether other amino-terminal extensions would confer polyQ length-dependent toxicity in the absence of the proline-rich region, we replaced the negatively charged FLAG tag (amino acid sequence DYKDDDDK) with a different, commonly used amino-terminal epitope tag of similar length: HA (the hemagglutinin epitope, YPYDVPDYA; Fig. 2 , constructs V and VI). In contrast to the FLAG tag, proteins with the HA tag were not at all toxic (Fig. 2) . The effects of altering even short sequences flanking the polyQ sequence in huntingtin exon I were surprising but reproducible. Again, each result was reproduced by using at least three independent transformants in three yeast strains with different genetic backgrounds in several independent experiments (data not shown).
FLAG-Induced Toxicity Is Independent of Its Position in the polyQ
Protein. We next asked whether the ability of the FLAG tag to unmask the toxicity of the polyQ sequence depended on its immediate proximity to the polyQ region. To do so, we moved the FLAG tag from the amino terminus of huntingtin exon I to the carboxyl terminus of GFP, separating the FLAG sequence from the polyQ region by the robustly folded and functional (i.e., fully fluorescent) GFP protein (Fig. 2, construct VII) . In this position, the FLAG tag caused polyQ length-dependent toxicity even in the presence of the otherwise protective proline-rich region (Fig. 2) . Again, this toxicity was sequence-specific because an HA tag placed carboxyl terminal of the polyQ tract did not induce toxicity (24) . Thus, the protective effect of the proline-rich region depended on its proximity to the toxic FLAG tag.
Amino Acids Flanking the polyQ Region of Huntingtin Exon I Modulate
Aggregate Morphology. We now examined the relationship between solubility, aggregation, and toxicity for each of the huntingtin exon I variants. All of the 25Q huntingtin variants exhibited diffuse fluorescence (Fig. 3) . All of the 103Q variants formed fluorescent foci and were insoluble in 2% SDS as demonstrated by filter retardation assays (Fig. 3) . Thus, the formation of neither SDS insoluble aggregates nor fluorescent foci distinguishes toxic proteins from nontoxic ones. Different 103Q huntingtin aggregates however, did have strikingly different morphologies. A subset of the proteins always formed one (occasionally two) tight fluorescent focus per cell (Fig. 3, constructs I , IV, and V). This morphology was observed only with nontoxic proteins that contained the proline-rich region. In other cases, the proteins formed several amorphous aggregates dispersed throughout the cytosol in every cell (Fig. 3 , constructs II, III, VI, and VII). Both of the toxic proteins (II and VII) formed aggregates of this type. However, two nontoxic proteins (III and VI) formed aggregates that were morphologically indistinguishable from the aggregates formed by toxic huntingtin exon I constructs. Thus, the toxic proteins had a distinct amorphous pattern of aggregation, but morphology alone was not a toxicity-defining characteristic.
Discussion
We have taken advantage of the model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae to explore one of the most puzzling phenomena in the field of protein misfolding: Diverse proteins containing polyQ expansions share, at some very basic level, a common mechanism of toxicity. In their endogenous setting they cause neurodegeneration once the polyQ expansion reaches a critical length of Ϸ39 residues. And yet, each protein exhibits a baffling cell-specific pattern of toxicity that does not correlate with its expression level and only poorly correlates with its spatial pattern of aggregation. A fragment of one of these polyQ expansion proteins, the exon I sequence of huntingtin on its own can cause neurodegenerative disease in transgenic mice (26) . This fragment alone also can produce toxicity in yeast (25) . Notably, we find that it did so in the graded, Q length-dependent manner that is the hallmark of polyQ diseases. Toxicity was profoundly influenced by sequences flanking the polyQ tract. Sequences flanking the polyQ region were sufficient to transform a polyQ expansion protein from benign to lethal and a lethal one to benign.
We created a series of 14 huntingtin exon I constructs, in each case making pairs of proteins with a normal polyQ tract (25Q) and a disease-related variant (103Q). The constructs carried different endogenous and heterologous amino acid sequences immediately flanking the polyQ region or distal to it. Fluorescent protein fusions allowed us to monitor aggregation and toxicity simultaneously in the same cells. In contrast to the often variable effects of polyQ sequences in animal models or mammalian cell lines (19, 21, 26, 34, 35) , polyQ length-dependent toxicity in yeast was highly reproducible even when tested in yeast strains with different genetic backgrounds. This reproducibility allowed us to unambiguously establish the importance of amino acid sequences flanking the polyQ region to determine toxicity. In these experiments, we were greatly aided by the use of the most tightly regulated yeast promoter known (GAL1), which completely prevents expression and the associated complications of selective pressures, until the moment when glucose is removed and galactose added. Similarly, we took advantage of expression constructs stably integrated in the same yeast chromosomal site to maintain uniform expression in all cells in the culture.
It has been suggested that the toxicity of Q expanded huntingtin is due to its ability to sequester wild-type huntingtin protein, obliterating its essential function (36) . It also has been proposed that huntingtin aggregates kill neurons by restricting the free passage of cargo in long neuronal processes (37) . In addition, recent work suggests that the polyQ expansion in ataxin1 stabilizes the protein against degradation and may cause disease by a toxic increase of its normal function (38) . Although all of these features may play an important part, none of them can explain the toxicity of huntingtin in our experiments. Considering that the fragment of huntingtin we expressed is but a small portion of the wild-type protein, it is very unlikely that it provides normal huntingtin function in yeast. Further, given that there is no huntingtin homolog in yeast, it cannot be sequestering wild-type protein. Thus, we establish that the misfolding of polyQ-expanded huntingtin can directly produce a toxic gainof-function phenotype.
We found that amino acid sequences flanking the polyQ region have the capacity either to unmask the latent toxicity of an otherwise benign polyQ expansion protein or to abolish the toxicity of a lethal one. A FLAG tag (DYKDDDDK) unmasked the latent polyQ length-dependent toxicity in polyQ-expanded huntingtin exon I. The effect was highly specific because a tag of similar size (HA, YPYDVPDYA) had no effect. Strikingly, the FLAG tag was equally effective when located at the amino terminus of huntingtin exon I or separated from the polyQ region by a stably folded, functional protein (GFP). Thus, unlike other amino acid sequences flanking the polyQ region (39), the FLAG sequence probably does not transform the conformation of the polyQ region but rather induces toxic protein-protein interactions. Several studies document the amino-terminal modification of different polyQ proteins with the ubiquitin-like molecule SUMO (40, 41) . Moreover, sumoylation of polyQ proteins can enhance their toxicity in different models (40) . It is noteworthy that the carboxyl terminus of human SUMO is enriched in negatively charged amino acids (EEEDVIE), which is the most prominent feature of the FLAG epitope. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that the amino-terminal FLAG epitope in our toxic constructs mimics this sumoylation and modulates its toxicity in the context of polyQ expansion proteins.
We also found that the 50-aa proline-rich sequence carboxyl terminal of the polyQ region in huntingtin exon I could completely abrogate the toxicity of an otherwise lethal polyQ expansion protein. Many polyQ proteins, including several associated with human disease (e.g., atrophin, ataxin-1, and ataxin-7) have proline-rich regions adjacent to their polyQ tracts (42) . The codon most commonly found in glutamine expansions (CAG) can change to a codon for proline (CCX) by the alteration of a single nucleotide, but polyQ cannot change to polyproline by a simple frameshift. We speculate that the proline-rich regions adjacent to Q rich regions have not arisen by a single chance event but by selection for their protective effects on polyQ toxicity. In a recent biochemical study, Wetzel et al. (42) reported that a oligoproline region attached to the carboxyl terminus of a polyQ protein can decrease the rate of formation of polyQ amyloid-like aggregates and also decrease the stability of aggregates when compared with polyQ proteins of the same glutamine repeat lengths without the oligoproline sequence. These results offer a possible kinetic explanation for the protective effect of the proline-rich region in our experiments. The huntingtin exon I constructs that contain the proline-rich region aggregate relatively slowly (unpublished data) and, thereby, may allow the cell to transform them into a nontoxic form. In contrast, huntingtin exon I fragments without the proline-rich region aggregate more efficiently (unpublished data) and produce toxic species by bypassing the cellular defense mechanism. Alternatively, the proline-rich region could enable specific proteins, such as prolyl isomerases or proteins with SH3 domains, to interact with the polyQ protein and, thereby, transform it into a toxicity-ameliorating species. In an accompanying paper (33), we establish that both the toxicity-inducing FLAG tag and the toxicity-ameliorating proline-rich region also can operate in trans. These results imply that the toxic and protective effects of amino acids flanking the polyQ region are mediated by the recruitment of other proteins to the polyQ expansion proteins.
Many studies report a correlation between the toxicity of polyQ expansion proteins and the formation of intracellular protein inclusions (6, (43) (44) (45) (46) , yet a number of recent reports question their relevance (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) . Moreover, a recent study reported that the occurrence of diffuse polyQ protein strongly correlates with toxicity (52) . We compared toxic and nontoxic huntingtin exon I variants in the same cell type, grown under the same conditions. Both toxic and nontoxic variants formed inclusions (as defined by fluorescence microscopy) and aggregates (as defined by SDS resistance in filter-retardation assays). Thus, aggregation per se cannot be the determinant of toxicity. However, in the experiments presented here and in an accompanying paper (33) , toxicity always correlated with polyQ aggregation, and toxicity always was reduced when the polyQ-expansion proteins were soluble. Notably, toxic and nontoxic proteins produced aggregates with different morphologies: When cells contained one or two discrete inclusions with crisp boundaries per cell, no toxicity was observed. These inclusions were reminiscent of aggresomes, particular types of inclusions observed in animal cells, which are believed to be benign and might even perform a protective function (53, 54) . Also, these aggregates have a small surface and, therefore, might abolish or at least minimize otherwise toxic protein interactions with the polyQ proteins. In contrast, all toxic huntingtin exon I constructs formed several amorphous aggregates per cell. This kind of aggregation displays a much larger surface of the polyQ proteins and, hence, might facilitate efficient toxic protein interactions. Two of our constructs (constructs III and VI), however, showed the amorphous aggregate morphology without toxicity, which demonstrates that aggregate morphology alone does not determine polyQ toxicity. Notably, in neuronal cell cultures, huntingtin fragments that do not contain the proline-rich region are found in aggregates with different morphologies and different coaggregating proteins when compared with huntingtin exon I fragments that contain the proline-rich region (8) .
The yeast systems offers a unique platform to study protein misfolding because the strong and reproducible patterns of aggregation and toxicity in yeast allow the disentanglement of what might appear as minor, unreliable, or idiosyncratic differences in other systems. Our study provides a previously undescribed systematical characterization of the intramolecular requirements for polyQ toxicity. We demonstrate that short amino acid sequences flanking the polyQ region can determine the benign or toxic character of a polyQ expansion protein. In the accompanying article (33), we demonstrate that these flanking sequences also can execute their protective or toxic functions in trans underlining their significance to polyQ toxicity.
Materials and Methods
Materials. Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Fluka. All yeast strains used in this study are in the W303 (MAT␣ can1-100 ade2-1 his3-11, 15 trp1-1 ura3-1 leu23,112 ) genetic background. Yeast shuttle vectors for genomic integration and ectopic expression were used throughout this work as described in ref. 55 . Plasmids expressing huntingtin exon I fusions are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. Plasmids were generated by using standard molecular biology techniques. The expression of huntingtin fusion proteins was controlled by the inducible GAL1 promoter unless noted otherwise. The anti-GFP antibody was purchased from SigmaAldrich. This antibody recognizes both GFP and CFP. Notably, GFP and CFP fusions produced identical results in regard to huntingtin exon I toxicity, aggregation, and aggregate morphology.
Yeast Methods. Yeast media were prepared essentially as described in ref. 56 by using complete supplemental mixtures from BIO101. Transformation of yeast was performed by the lithium acetate method (57) . Yeast integrating plasmids (pRS303 backbone) were linearized by restriction with BstXI before transformation. Induction of GAL1 promoter-controlled protein expression for fluorescence microcopy was achieved by growing yeast cultures in selective media containing raffinose (2%) as the sole carbon source to mid-log phase followed by growth in galactose (2%) containing selective media for 8 h. Alternatively, cells were grown in media containing glucose to mid-log phase washed three times in sterile water and then incubated in galactose containing media for 8-10 h.
Growth Assays. Yeast transformants were grown overnight in selective media with glucose (2%) as a sole carbon source. After the OD 600 was determined, cultures were diluted to equal concentrations. Cells were spotted in four 5-fold dilutions with the most concentrated spot containing Ϸ100,000 cells by using a spotter (Frogger; V&P Scientific, San Diego). Equal spotting was controlled by spotting the cells on yeast extract͞peptone͞dextrose (data not shown) and selective complete plates with glucose as carbon source in parallel.
Filter Retardation Assay and Dot Blots. Filter retardation assays of aggregated material were performed essentially as described in ref. 23 . Cells were harvested after 8 h of induction of the indicated huntingtin exon I fusions. Total protein concentrations of different samples were determined by Bradford assays and equalized to ensure equal loading. The huntingtin fusion proteins were detected by an anti-GFP antibody. Dot blot was performed as the filter retardation assays by using a poly(vinylidene difluoride) membrane instead of the cellulose acetate membrane.
Fluorescence Microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy was carried out by using a Zeiss Axioplan II microscope and OPENLAB (Improvision, Lexington, MA). Cells were imaged by using a ϫ100 objective after 8 h of induction. For visualization of GFPand CFP-fusion proteins, GFP and cyan filters were used. METAMORPH (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA) was used to take pictures.
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